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Wiki Loves Monuments: a lot of church buildings in Italy…

From the results of the 2023 edition of Wiki Loves Monuments Italy:

64 555 religious buildings in Italy present in the WLM lists

The list is based

on Wikidata
(now the most comprehensive
database on this topic!)

…but there are still
many gaps to fill!
https://wiki.wikimedia.it/wiki/Wiki_Loves_Monuments/2023

https://wiki.wikimedia.it/wiki/Wiki_Loves_Monuments/2023


Still a lot of Commons categories not linked to Wikidata…

 

no infobox
=

no Wikidata 



 

Still a lot of Commons categories not linked to Wikidata…

Many of the building are 
really present on Wikidata 
with an item, so we need 
to create a link…

… but how many other are 
not in Wikidata?



Collecting the data (roughly)
performing some search on Wikimedia Commons

Do you know better 
ways to do so?

(yes, there are better 
ways to try!) bad results

good

much to 
filter out!



Collecting the data (roughly)
using PetScan

yes, PetScan could
do it better… 
but it doesn’t work with 
big lists,
and/or with too much 
filters better for a 

single 
region



Filtering the data (roughly)
pasting, ordering and manually filtering the list of categories

excluding categories
of paintings, interiors,
architectural elements etc.



importing & deriving informations on OpenRefine
(with a lot of fixing) from category name

➔ Commons category
➔ name (label)
➔ description (English / Italian)

➔ city
➔ location
➔ titular saint



reconciling to Wikidata with existing items of churches
(tried different ways to match better, as the name variants are a lot)

 



creating missing items of churches and hamlets
and updating many more

 



results (after 3 months)

6500+ categories found (with no link in Wikidata)

3000+ new items created on Wikidata
(previously unknown religious buildings = +5%)

updated 3500+ existing items on Wikidata
(category link, descriptions, aliases, locations, 
titular saints)
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Thank you all!
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Marco Chemello
GLAM specialist and trainer
(Wikimedia Italia)

An active contributor to Wikipedia since 2004, he is one of the 
administrators of the Italian edition of the free encyclopedia since 2005. As 
a Wikipedian in residence he collaborated on many OpenGLAM projects 
for sharing the contents of cultural institutions, including the National 
Museum of Science and Technology Leonardo da Vinci in Milan and the 
Central Institute for Archives (ICAR) of the Italian Ministry of Culture (MiC). 
Having joined the Wikimedia Italia staff as a trainer and GLAM specialist, 
he was a Wikimedian in residence at the BEIC Foundation, the Academy of 
Sciences of Turin, the Ricordi Historical Archive of Milan, the Polo del '900. 
He collaborates with various universities, including the Politecnico and the 
Statale of Milan; since 2021 he has been among the first two Wikipedians 
in residence at an Italian university, the University of Padua. With Unipd he 
created 3 MOOCs for students, teachers and cultural institutions on 
EduOpen.

https://learn.eduopen.org/course/index.php?search=Wiki
https://learn.eduopen.org/course/index.php?search=Wiki

